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We show that the availability of longitudinally polarized electron beams 
at a 500 GeV Linear Collider would allow, from an analysis of the reaction 
e+ e~ —► W + W~, to set stringent bounds on the couplings of a Z' of the most 
general type. In addition, to some extent, it would be possible to disentangle 
observable effects of the Z' from analogous ones due to competitor models with 
anomalous trilinear gauge couplings.

Introduction
It has been recently suggested [1] that theoretical models with one 

extra Z = Z' whose couplings to quarks and leptons are not of the 
‘conventional’ type would be perfectly consistent with all the available 
experimental information from either LEP1 [2] and SLD [3] or CDF 
[4] data. Starting from this observation, a detailed analysis has been 
performed of the detectability in the final two-fermion channels at LEP2 of 
a Z' whose fermion couplings are arbitrary (but still family independent) 
[5]. Also, in [5] the problem of distinguishing this model from competitor 
ones (in particular, from a model with anomalous gauge couplings) has 
been studied.

The final two-fermion channel is not the only one where virtual effects 
generated by a Z' can manifest themselves. The usefulness of the final 
W + W~ channel in e+ e~ annihilation to obtain improved information on 
some theoretical properties of such models, has already been stressed in 
previous papers in the specific case of longitudinally polarized beams for 
models of ‘conventional’ type (e.g., Ee, LR, etc.}, showing that the role of 
polarization in these cases would be essential [6].
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The aim of this note is that of considering whether the search for 
indirect effects of a ‘unconventional’ Z' in the W + W~ channel would 
benefit from the availability of longitudinal polarization of initial beams, 
as it is the case for the ‘conventional’ situation. We shall show that in 
the parameter space the expected experimental sensitivity in the polarized 
processes is by far better than in the unpolarized case. For what concerns 
the differentiation from other sources of nonstandard effects, in particular 
those with anomalous gauge couplings, we shall also show that the charac
teristic feature of such a Z' would be the existence of certain peculiar 
properties of different observables, all pertaining to the final W+ fV~ 
channel. All our discussions assume that longitudinal electron polarization 
will be available at the future 500 GeV linear Collider (LC).

Constraints for general Z' parameters
The starting point will be the expression of the invariant amplitude for 

the process

e+ +e~ + w~. (1)

In Born approximation, this can be written as a sum of a t-channel and 
of an s-channel component: = AdP  ̂± Ad Â\  where A = ±1/2 is the
electron helicity. Since we will concentrate on the sensitivity of process 
(1) to general features of Z'-exchange effects and their comparison to 
analogous effects in models with anomalous gauge couplings, we consider 
only the s-channel amplitudes. Accounting for one extra Z.

1 -  2AaJ g w w ^ i  -  2Aa2 ) \

(2) 
is a kinematical coefficient, depending also on the final W ’s 

helicities. For simplicity we omit its explicit form, which and can be found 
in the literature [7]. Eq. (2) shows two possible sources of effects from, 
respectively, the ‘light’ and the ‘heavy’ neutral gauge bosons Zi and Z2 .

Л<л) =
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The first one is the modification of the Z  couplings, due to the presence of the extra Z ' , that can be induced, e.g., through the mechanism of Z  — Z ' mixing. To account for this fact, the ‘light’ Z  is now denoted as Z^, and the same convention applies to its vector and axial-vector couplings to electrons Ui, ai and to the trilinear gauge coupling gwwz^ ■ The second effect is the actual heavy Z  exchange denoted as Z 2 , with analogous notations for its physical couplings.1Eq. (2) can be conveniently rewritten in the same form as the Standard Model (SM):
= ( . &  + - 2A«)\ x (3)

\ 3 3 — 7W Jwhere the ‘effective’ gauge boson couplings j w ,  and gwwz are.defined as:
gww~t =  1 +  A 7  =  1 +  A-y(Zi) +  A 7 (Z 2), (4)

gwwz — cot &w +  ^ z  =  1 +  A z (^ i)  +  A z ( Z 2 ), (5)with △7 (Zi) =  и cot^w f — ------(1 +  A x )  Xi
V a  ,  v /  (6)

A (7  / a 2A 7 (Z 2 } =  v g W W z2 I ----------- X2, \ a v /A z ( ^ )  =  A gw w z  +  cot^iy ( ------ F A x ') ; A z ( ^ )  =  gwwz2 ~  ~ -
\ a J  a x (7)We have introduced electrons SM couplings normalized as: v — (7з,е — 

2Q e /2swCw, О — T^e/^SwCw with 7зіе =  —1/2; Sw =  sin^w; c w =  cos^w. Moreover: A v  =  V] — v, A a  — аг — a and A^wwz =  gwwzi — cot# w  Finally, neglecting gauge boson widths:
. . s . . s * , x 2 M z & M

*In Eq. (2), the couplings to W+ W~ of both Z\ and Z2 have been tacitly assumed 
of the usual Yang-Mills form.

=  s - M 2
z ' X 2 ^  =  s - M l '  =  ~  s - M 2 ' ( 8 )
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da 1
d cos 0 4

where A M  =  M z — M z x is the Z-Z\  mass-shift, of the order of 150 — 200 M e V  according to most recent estimates [8, 9] (notice A M  >  0 if this is due to Z  — Z '  mixing).It should be stressed that, not referring to specific models, the parametrization (3)-(5) is both general and useful for phenomenological purposes, in particular to compare different sources of nonstandard effects contributing finite deviations (6) and (7) to the SM predictions.We now focus on the effects of the heavy Z  on polarized observables. The general expression for the cross section of process (1) with longitudinally polarized electron and positron beams can be expressed as
(1 + PL ) (1 -P L ) - ^  + (1 -P L )(1 +  PL ) - ^ L  (9)

v '  d cos 0 '  d cos 0 where PL and PL are the actual degrees of electron and positron longitudinal polarization, respectively, and cr±  are the cross sections for purely right-handed and left-handed electrons. We consider the cross section for polarized electrons and unpolarized positrons (PL =  0). Explicit expressions for the polarized cross can be found in [7, 10].We reserve the notations a L  and a R  for the cross sections with PL = —0.9 and PL =  0.9, respectively, which seem to be realistically obtainable at the LC  [11]. Our numerical analysis to assess the sensitivity of and a R  to A 7 and ^ z  follows the y 2 procedure adopted in [10]. We represent the effect of non-standard couplings introduced above by the relative deviation of the cross section from the SM  prediction:
= (io)

^SM &SMwhich is a function of Д 7  and A z-If a nonvanishing value of △ was experimentally measured at some level of accuracy, the values of such parameters could be determined and possibly used to learn about the properties of the related nonstandard
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physics. Alternatively, in the case of no observation, one could derive 
numerical bounds on Д7 and Az, and therefore constrain the various 
extended models, at some confidence level. In this regard, assuming small 
deviations, A is expressed as a linear combination of A7 and Az with 
coefficients which, generally, increase with s. Conversely, the SM cross 
section decreases as 1/s (at least) due to the gauge cancellation among the 
various amplitudes. Therefore, if we parametrize the sensitivity of process 
(1) to 6y  and 8z by, e.g., the ratio S = Д /Іба/а) with bcr fa  the attainable 
statistical uncertainty on the SM cross section, such sensitivity is expected 
to increase with energy, even at fixed integrated luminosity (basically, as 
5  ос \ / ).

By specifying A, Eq. (3) directly shows that

A CT"  O< Д7 -  Az • Яе Xi А<т+  OC A7 -  Az ■ g^x, (11)

where = v — a = tan Ow — 0.55 and g? = v + a = g^ (I ~ l /2 s^ )  ~  
—0.64. Thus, by themselves, a~ (or o-unp°l ) and <r+  only provide correla
tions among Д7 and Az, rather than true limits. These correlations can 
be represented as bands in the Д7 — Az plane with a width proportional 
to the corresponding sensitivities, and a relative angle of approximately 60 
degrees. In contrast to the unpolarized case, finite allowed ranges for Д7 
and Az are obtained from the intersection of the two bands.

Quantitatively, for the LC500 with an assumed Lin t =  50/6 -1  and 
as above, one can derive the following 95% CL allowed ranges [10]:

. -0.002 < Д 7 < 0.002
-0.004 < Az  < 0.004. '

We now consider the application of the model-independent limits (12) 
to the case of an extra Z of extended gauge origin, generated by an E6 
symmetry. For such extended models one can write in Eqs. (4)-(7):

(vi, ai) ~  (v + у'ф, a T а ф) => (Av, Да) ~  (у'ф, а ф), (13)
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(v2 , «2) — (—ъф +  v', —аф +  q'), (14)and
^ gw w z — 0, gwwz2 — — С°1 ^wФ■ (15)Неге, ф is the Z  — Z '  mixing angle, and v', a! are the Z '  vector and axial-vector couplings with electrons. The actual values of such couplings for the specific Ев models (ту, ф and y) can be found in the literature [12]. The above relations become equalities in linear approximation in the, expectedly small, angle ф, and give for Eqs. (6) and (7):

(Q' t ? ' \  /  Y? 1--------- 1  F Д у  X, a v \ X----------/
△z =  cot 0w

(16)
Ф ~  f l  -  — +  Д х  a \ x  ) (17)Neglecting Д у  as being quadratic in ф, these relations show that every specific model is represented in linear approximation by a straight line in the (Д 7 ,Д г )  plane, of equation: 1 (а'/а)

Z  7  v \  (а'/а) — (v'/v) (18)
Such relation does not depend on either ф or M z2 , but only on ratios of the fermionic couplings.The combination of (12) and (18) can be easily translated into limits on 
ф and M z2 . For the considered energy and luminosity of LC500, the typical bounds on ф are of the order of few x 10- 3  for M z2 >  I T e V ,  and much more restrictive for smaller values of M z2 (up to one order of magnitude in the extreme case M z 2 — y/s). The detailed analysis of different specific models is worked out in [10] and references there. At the LC1000, the numerical results can be obtained according to the scaling law y / L ^ s .
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(19)

C om parison w ith  a m odel w ith  anom alous gauge couplings
The extra heavy neutral gauge boson Z' would produce virtual effects 

in the final 1У+ ІР~ channel that, in principle, could mimic those of a 
model with anomalous trilinear gauge boson couplings [13]. Therefore, 
the identification of such an effect, if observed at the LC, becomes a 
relevant problem. The relevant trilinear W W V  interaction which conserves 

c  and P, can be written as (e = ^/4тгае т ) [7]:

£ e f f  = ~ie(l + 8 ^ [ A ,( W ~ ^ W + - W +^ W j ) + F ^ W +^ ^

-  ie (c o tt^  + 8Z ) [Z^ (W -^W +  -  + Z ^ W ^ W ^ ]

-  ie z y F ^ V +» W ~ " - t e z z Z ^ V ^ W - 1'

where W± = -  d„W± and Z ^  = d^Z, -  duZ^. In the SM at the
tree-level, the anomalous couplings in (19) vanish: 8̂  = 8z = x^ = x z  = 
Уу = Уг = 0.

For the explicit form of helicity amplitudes for process (1) correspon
ding to (19) we refer to [7]. Here, for practical purposes, the Yang-Mills 
parts and their deviations proportional to 8-, and 8z = gwwz ~  cotOw 
are reported separately from the anomalous ‘magnetic’ and ‘quadrupole’ 
terms.

While in the previous case of the Z' the deviations A7 and Д / have an 
explicit (although numerically not quite significant) s-dependence through 
Eqs. (6) and (7), the anomalous trilinear gauge boson couplings are 
considered as effective constants. As a consequence, we assume 8̂  ~  0 
to ensure t/( l) e.m . gauge invariance. In the framework where anomalous 
gauge couplings arise from effective theories with SU(2) x ^(1) gauge 
symmetry, representing low-energy expansions of the non-standard weak 
interaction [14], finite 8̂  (and in any case it must be <$7 (0) — 0) only occurs 
at next-to-leading dimension level [15]. Furthermore, it can be shown
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that the assumption of ‘custodial’ global SU (2) symmetry of the New 
Physics, which naturally accounts for the smallness of the Др parameter, 
would require 8  ̂— 0 also at the higher, dim=8, level because the relevant 
operator would not respect this symmetry.

In most generality, Eq. (19) introduces five independent parameters 
into the analysis, and therefore the determination of suitable experimental 
observables, depending on subsets of anomalous gauge boson couplings, is 
a problem by itself (see, for example, refs. [16]).

Concerning the distinction between Z' and anomalous gauge boson 
coupling effects, one can try to define observables which are ‘orthogonal’ 
to the Z' mode. To this purpose, they should depend only on the xv,yv  
couplings that are specific of (19), but not on 8z which would represent 
an effect in common with the Z' model. Some attempts are presented in 
Ref. [10].

Concerning a possible discrimination between the Z 1 model of Sect. 2 
and the model considered in this section, a strategy could be the following. 
If a signal is observed in either crL  and/or trR  and also in at least one of 
the ‘orthogonal’ observables defined above, we can conclude that it is due 
to the model with anomalous gauge couplings, and we can try to derive 
the values of some of them by properly analyzing the observed effects [16]. 
If, conversely, only aL and/or aR  show an effect, we are left with the 
possibility that both models are responsible for such deviations. In this 
situation, we still have a simple tool to try to distinguish among the two 
models, which uses the observation that, under the assumption that only 
8v and Ay are effective, the expressions of the consequent deviations of 
the integrated cross sections aL  and aR  are, respectively:

&aR 'L  ~  Д ^  ос -  8z gR ’L X , (20)

and
^ a R ’L ~  Да* ос Д7  -  ^ z 9 e ’L X- (21)
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Here, both Av and 6y have been taken nonvanishing, and g?'R  = v ±  a 
are the left- and right-handed electron couplings, respectively. However, 
recalling that = 0 in the case of anomalous trilinear gauge boson 
couplings, using the experimental value of ~  0.23, one has for such 
a model the very characteristic feature

Д ^  ~  | 1 -  ) Д<тп  = -1.17Д<тп , (22)
\  ^s w )

where the explicit expressions of and gR  have been used. If, on the 
contrary, the effect is due to a model with a Z ', no a priori relationship 
exists between AcrL and &aR . Accordingly, from inspection of these two 
quantities, if they are found not to be related by Eq. (22) to a given 
confidence level, one would conclude that the observed effect should be 
due to the general extra Z  discussed in Sect. 2. Then, depending on the 
actual values of the experimental deviations, a determination of the two 
parameters Д7 and Д / might be carried on.

Actually, if the deviations of rrL 'R  satisfy the correlation Eq. (22), a 
small residual ambiguity would remain. Although the possibility that 
in a model with both Д7 and Д / nonvanishing the correlation Eq. (22) 
is satisfied just by chance seems rather unlikely, one cannot exclude it 
a priori. Should this be the real situation, further analysis, e.g., in 
the different final fermion-antifermion channel would be required. The 
discussion of this essentially unlikely case can be performed, but is beyond 
the purpose of this note.

Concluding remarks
We have shown in this paper that the availability of longitudinal 

electron beam polarization at the LC would be very useful for the study 
of the most general model with one extra Z from an analysis of the final 
W+ W~ channel. In principle, it would also be possible to discriminate 
this model from a rather ‘natural’ competitor one where anomalous gauge
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boson couplings are present. This could be done by analyzing suitable 
experimental variables, all defined in the same W + W~ final channel. All 
these facts allow us to conclude that polarization at the LC would be, least 
to say, a highly desirable opportunity.
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